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                 K-12 Education: A Multi-Sector Approach Read on for key insights from:
 • Matt Blakely, executive director of the Motorola So- lutions Foundation, which seeks to benefit the com- munities in which Motorola Solutions operates by making strategic grants, forging strong community partnerships, and fostering innovation.  • Katie Everett , executive director of The Lynch Foun- dation, which has invested more than 150 million in support of more than 300 social change organi- zations since 1988. Everett led the establishment of the Lynch Leadership Academy, a national model for building world-class urban school leaders. • Thaly Germain , executive director of the Lynch Lead- ership Academy. Through her oversight, the Academy has developed into an innovative program that builds the leadership capacity of school principals to attain high student achievement and enhance the lives of Boston-area children and families who depend upon the vitality and excellence of urban schools. According to the Boston College Center for Corporate Citizenship’s 2015 Community Involvement Study, the majority of companies are investing in K-12 education.
 Nearly every company is giving in some way to youth and education programs, both in the United States, and abroad. However, most companies aren’t measuring the impact of their work. According to the study, while the majority of companies are evaluating the inputs and outcomes of their volunteering and giving programs, not even 30 percent are measuring their social impact (see Figure A). Strong K-12 programs consider not only the number of backpacks delivered or curriculum packs offered, but also how their efforts are contributing to better learning, higher graduation rates, and stronger talent pipeline development. During the 2016 International Corporate Citizenship Conference, leaders from both the public and private sector sat down to discuss how they meet these goals through multi-sector collaboration.  50% 30% 10% 0% 20% 40% FIGURE A Measurement of programs that combine corporate giving and volunteering Inputs Outputs Outcomes Social impact 60% 70% 80% K-12 EDUCATION: A MULTI-SECTOR APPROACH spring 2016 issue 1\f 31 The Importance of Collaboration Blakely: “A multi-sector approach to K-12 education is critical. Education is a huge issue and a huge industry, and most of us don’t have all of the resources necessary in order to address it. To be successful, you need the schools, other companies, and the nonprofits as your partners, and you have to sit at the table as equals. While working with education partners, keep these things in mind: Always set clear expectations. 
 Involve the highest authorities possible. For example, if you’re going to start a relationship with a school district, be sure to let your local legislators know. 
 Communicate constantly and be sure to reward volunteers and partners. Finally, be flexible and patient. Changing education can take a long time. As companies, we’re all interested in making sure that the world knows that we’re doing good things in the community, and so it may appear at times that two organizations working in the K-12 space are in conflict. 
 It’s important to remember that—yes, you may have competitors in the marketplace—but you will also have surprising allies, and it’s so important that you collaborate with them, as well as the public sector. 
 When you consider the issue of K-12 education through the broader lens of community involvement, and of the issues that contribute to it—poverty, health, etc.—you realize that no one company alone can drive change on a national scale.” Germain: “We at the Lynch Leadership Academy know that leadership is critical and that innovation matters. 
 We know we can’t do the same thing and expect to get different results. When we began developing our pro- gram, we had to have a different approach than what had been tried and failed to scale. We decided that in order to transform what was happening in the education space, we needed to talk to people, irrespective of sector, who have managed significant transformations. Instead of working solely with education schools, we looked at the best-in-class  32 THE CORPORATE CITIZEN leadership development programs at leading companies. 
 We looked at organizations like GE and Google, and now we have a partnership with Google that allows us to learn from them about how they build the capacity of their employees, and we’ve implemented some of those practices when we train our principals. We also studied the medical practice and developed our program so that it operates like a residency model. 
 Everyone who goes through our program goes through a residency (observe one, assist one, lead one). This approach has really paid off. Within a year, Lynch Leadership Academy graduates were outperform- ing peers across the state. Ninety-five percent of the participants in our program were able to demonstrate strong student achievement outcomes in both English language arts and math. They are bettering their schools by 10-digit gains every year. Perhaps most importantly, 96 percent of our leaders have ether remained in their role or in a similar role within the sector. This is critically important to being able to continually improve results.” Everett : “The Lynch Foundation wanted a program that delivered meaningful results. So we partnered with vari- ous groups that know how to make a serious impact. We knew we needed to partner with other individuals and organizations that could provide guidance on what works and what doesn’t. When we designed the program, we got feedback from the charter schools and Catholic schools that were operating some of the high- est performing schools in our country. We got feedback from sitting principals, from the superintendents, we even involved the mayor. Now, we work with groups like the Boston Leaders of Education—and these incredible business leaders from sectors like investment and financial services and insurance offer their time to mentor our principals. This group—and the private sector as a whole— offers a huge value. They provide asset knowledge, insights, and business acumen. This is especially the case for companies that work in highly regulated industries, because these professionals operate in the same sort of bureaucracy that affects schools.” Strategy and Design Everett: “Developing an innovative program that re- ally moves the needle on improving K-12 education outcomes takes collaboration, and it takes difficult conversations. When we were first developing a strategy for how we were going to better public schools in the Boston area, we knew that we didn’t know what we didn’t know. So we traveled all over the country and  2291201 Boston College Conference Ad \fr i m : 
 \b.07 x 11 Live: 3.07 x 10 No bleed © 2016 Wells Fargo Bank, N. A . All rights reser ved. ECG-2291201 It all adds up. When our team members donate time and energy in ways that are meaningful to us, our local communities benefit in numerous ways. 
 Our diverse interests come together to help bring needed support and positive change to the places where we live and work across the globe. 
 Little by little we can do a lot. Small is Huge ℠ Wells Fargo is committed to strengt\fening our local communities and is a proud sponsor of t\fe 2\b16 Boston College International Corporate Citizens\fip Conference. 2291201 Boston College Conference Ad.indd 1 3/10/16 11:48 AM K-12 EDUCATION: A MULTI-SECTOR APPROACH visited schools—Catholic, district, and charter—in all of the major cities. We wanted to determine what was hap- pening in every single school regardless of what type of district it was, or what type of school it was.We heard from them the serious obstacles they were encountering that were making effective educa- tion impossible—the pressures to operate like a small business; the expectations to act not only as educators, but also as nurses, lawyers, immigra- tion experts, etc.; the difficulty keeping up with the attrition rates of principals as leaders burn out. We partnered with the Lynch School of Education at Boston College and together we developed a program that would take these issues into consideration, but when we initially launched it, it wasn’t as successful as we know it could be. We realized what was lack- ing from the program were managerial and business skills, so we decided to move the program to the Carroll School of Management at Boston College. The leaders there—and at the Center for Corporate Citizen- ship—understand the intricacies of executive education, and were able to help us arm our graduates with the skills they needed to make their schools thrive.” Blakely:
 “At the Motorola Solutions Foundation, we’ve found that if we work with other companies, with private and public foundations, and nonprofits, we can lever - age each other by supporting different aspects of the program. For example, when we work to increase access to STEM (science, technology, engineering, math) educa- tion, we—as technology company professionals—can fo- cus primarily on the hands-on programming experience, while a foundation might be much more interested in supporting the evaluation or implementation aspects of the program. We all have our strengths and weaknesses. Corpora- tions have the benefit of bringing in-kind contribu- tions, and mobilizing an entire workforce as potential volunteers. We bring management expertise and the skills of our various departments. However, we also  34 THE CORPORATE CITIZEN bring the corporate timeline to the table. Most busi- nesses operate on a quarter-by-quarter basis, while schools measure annual results or graduation rates. 
 These are, of course, very different timelines, which can result in different levels of realistic—and unrealis- tic—impact measurements. It’s important to recognize that you may have a very different approach than the school district you’re working with. That’s something that you need to be honest about and negotiate.While foundations or nonprofits may not be able to bring the in-kind contributions or volunteers to the table, they can focus more on the long-term results. If you commit to working together, you can learn from each other. For example, you may be able to develop more realistic outputs, create faster timelines for evaluating grants, or better understand the importance of supporting impact evaluation.” Growing a Successful Program Germain: “It is so important—when scaling a successful program—to keep the community in mind. There was a time when I managed the leader development work of six urban school districts across the country—which included places like Memphis, New Orleans, Chicago, New York City, and more. That role made me realize that stakeholder engagement is critically important. The needs of a place like Boston are vastly different than the needs in Louisiana. When you grow a program, you have to ensure that it is aligned to what people in each area need. 
 You have to understand what the needs of the people are and determine truthfully whether you can actually meet those expectations. If you can, you must orient your program to not only meet that need, but also achieve the results that are necessary in that location. We’ve learned how to scale successfully by working with private sector organizations. We’ve met with law firms and discussed what they keep in mind when grow- ing their practices. We studied companies and learned from them the concepts of piloting and rapid prototyp- ing. Now, as we work to grow our program, we’re consid - ering what things are easily scalable at a low cost, and what parts of the program will take more time to scale. As we go into a new city, we look to the other programs in the area to provide the competi- tion and the pressure to make us better, and we look for opportunities to partner with them. At the end of the day, we want every child to have access to an excellent education, not just the ones who are led by graduates from our program.” Blakely: “To scale a program successfully, you have to be honest about what it actually takes to implement the program. There may be a program that you’ve devoted considerable resources to. You may have worked with one school or one district where there’s a great deal of parent involvement and administrative support and you may see terrific results. These unique factors may mean that this program can’t be easily replicated elsewhere. For example, the Motorola Solutions Foundation supports a great after-school program in suburban Chicago. Students that participate in this program are graduating and attending top-notch engineering schools, and many of them don’t have the backgrounds that would traditionally lend themselves to achieving this goal. However, the program has much more than just our financial support. It has successfully engaged engineering volunteers. The parental involvement is off the charts. The school system is incredibly supportive. It’s important to consider these factors when scaling a program. Not having access to all of them may not be prohibitive, but it may mean that the actual investment may be greater than what you think.” ○ Our mission for global good.
 FedEx is investing $200 million in over 200 global communities by 2020 to help improve the world — now and in the future.
 Learn more about our initiative at fedexcares.com. K-12 EDUCATION: A MULTI-SECTOR APPROACH 35 Copyright ofCorporate CitizenMagazine isthe property ofBoston College Centerfor Corporate Citizenship anditscontent maynotbecopied oremailed tomultiple sitesorposted to alistserv without thecopyright holder'sexpresswrittenpermission. However,usersmay print, download, oremail articles forindividual use. 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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